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Complete set of definitions 

 

MakeOver Actions 

Winter Clean - All in One edit. Contains Shadow lifter, exposure fix, lighten, contrast, highlights 

saver. 

Winter Makeup - Contains layers to sharpen eyelashes, blue eye shadow, blue lipstick, eye/lip liner, 

and a layer for blue eyes for dark eyes. You will have to paint on the black layer mask for effects. 

Blushes -This action contains three different blush layers. Apply blush by painting on one of the 

three black layer masks with a soft white brush.  

Winter Matte - Run this action for a white matte finish. Change opacity for optimal effect. 

Winter Brush - This action will allow you to paint on a white winter effect anywhere in your photo. 

Also this will give a white skin effect. Apply by painting on black layer mask.  

Airbrush Skin - This action will allow you to paint on perfect soft skin. Paint on the black layer mask 

with a soft white brush.  
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Toolbox Helper Actions 

Paint Blur -This action allows you to paint on a blur effect anywhere in photo. You will have to 

paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush.  

Paint Sharp - This action allows you to paint on a sharp effect anywhere in photo. You will have to 

paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush. 

Paint Contrast - This action allows you to paint on a contrast effect anywhere in photo. You will 

have to paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush. 

Paint Depth - This action is a non destructive dodge and burn tool. Use black soft brush to paint 

on the burn in areas. Use a white soft brush to paint on the dodge effect. Opacity should be 

lowered for optimal effect. 

Paint Light - This action allows you to paint on a light effect anywhere in photo. You will have to 

paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush. 

Paint Color - This action allows you to paint on richer color effect anywhere in photo. You will have 

to paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush. 

 

PHOTO FINISHERS 

Apply Overlay - This action will run and ask you to choose an overlay from your folders. Once you 

have chosen an overlay the action will run and then you will just change the opacity of the overlay.  

Apply Texture - This action will run and ask you to choose a texture from your folders. Once you 

have chosen a texture the action will run and then you will just change the opacity of the layers.  

FB Resize Horizontal - Resize your images horizontal before posting to facebook. 

FB Resize Vertical - Resize your images vertical before posting to facebook. 

Vignette - This action will apply a black vignette to the entire image.  

Sharpener -This action will run and apply sharpness to image.  

Color Shifter -This action will shift the light to the center of image.  

Dehazer -This action is applying a contrast to image to take away the haze. 

Desaturate -This action will subtract color from your image. 



COLOR TONE ACTIONS 

Icy BW -This is a strong Black and White action with a mint blue haze added. 

Silverbells BW - This is a Black and White action with a silver matte and haze effect. 

Frost -This action will brighten up and enhance photo with a light blue tint. 

Fahrenheit -This action will add a double color effect to photo. Colors are pinkish red and blue.  

Peppermint -This will add a white and red color tint. 

Holli -This will add a strong white with a auburn color burn effect. 

Spirit -This will add a khaki matte with a little contrast. 

Tinsel - This will add a colorful boost effect with a blue matte and blue tint. 

Comet - This will add a dark purple and pink tint to image. 

Vixen - This will add stronger colors and white haze effect. 

Pink Air -This will add a wintery pink air effect. Pink and white haze. 

Fridget - This will add a cold dark blue tint. 

Fireplace - This will add a brown and dark red tint with hazes. 

Sugarplum - This will add a purple and pink mix color boost. 

Eggnog - This will add a milky brown tint with egg color haze.  

Gingerbread - This will add a red and brown tint with a matte. 

Emerald -This will add strong colors and contrast with a green tint.  

Winter -This will add a bold cold blue tint with strong contrast. 

Bur -This will add a cold cool blue tint with a haze effect. 

Buttercream -This will add a creamy beige color tint with a haze. 

Strawberry Ice -This will add a pink red tint with strong contrast. 

Winter Mist -This is a winter mix of light and airy colors. 

Artic Mist -This will add a matte blue haze. 



Yule -This will add a red orange matte. 

Winter Air -This will add a yellow blue haze. 

Winter Dreams - A strong beige matte. 


